Master of Business Administration (MBA)

95% of graduates said the Southampton Business School MBA met or exceeded their expectations

- 77% would recommend the Southampton Business School to other people
- 48.5% of the respondents said their salary increased after completing the MBA

Impact of the MBA – what our graduates say

- 95% Increased business knowledge
- 84% Developed management and leadership skills
- 81% Helped confidence in business situations

Average salary for Southampton Business School MBA graduates: £80k
Average salary increase for Southampton Business School MBA graduates: 20-39%
Percentage of graduates who think it has been a good investment: 68%
Satisfaction rate for the teaching quality: 95%

Testimonials

“I learned a lot from students of many countries, their business culture and their attitudes towards business”

“I found the teaching sessions very participative and this was fundamental to my learning”

“Very experienced lecturers with extensive industry knowledge and ability to impart that knowledge and at the same time challenge the students to achieve their full potential.”